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SEMIQUANTUM GEOMETRY

NICOLAI RESHETIKHIN, ALEXANDER A. VORONOV,
AND ALAN WEINSTEIN

Dedicated to Yu. I. Manin on the occasion 01 his 60th birthday

In this paper we study associative algebras with a Poisson algebra
structure on the center acting by derivations on the rest of the alge
bra. These structures appeareel in the study of quantum groups at
roots of 1 and relateel algebras. They also appeared in the study of
the representation theory of affine Lie algebras at the critical level.
We also believe that these Poisson fibred algebras play an essential
role in Fedosov's quantization of matrix-valueel funetions ·on symplec
tic manifolds. They are also implicit in the work of Emmrich anel one
of the authors [10] on multicomponent WKB approximations. In all
these cases, this special Poisson algebra structure is induceel by a one
parameter family of deformations.

We also take up the general study of noncommutative spaces which
are dose to enough commutative ones so that they contain enough
points to have interesting commutative geometry. One of the most
striking uses of our noncommutative spaces is the quantum Borel
Weil-Bott Theorem 6.1 for quantum slq(2) at a root of unity, which
comes as a calculation of the cohomology of actual sheaves on ac
tual topological spaces. The ielea of such noncommutative spaces is
not new and has been approached by many mathematicians, starting
with A. Grothenelieck [14], who treated the most general situation of
a scheme ringeel with a sheaf of noncommutative algebras. Later work
[5, 6, 16, 19] treated a particular case, supermanifolds or Z2-gradeel
manifolds, which are in some sense quantum manifolds at q = -1,
a square root of unity. Theidea of.unifying supermathematics with
noncommutative geometry was maele explicit by Manin, see [22].

In aseries of papers [2, 3, 4], i\'i. Artin, J. Tate and M. Van elen
Bergh worked out the case of qUantuIll projective planes, being mostly
interested in the ones corresponeling tO an elliptic curve in jp2 and an
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2 N. RESHETIKHIN, A. A. VORONOV, AND A. \VEINSTEIN

automorphislll of the curve. When the autorllorphism was of finite
order, they were in the situation of the present paper, but only in di
rnension two. Yu. I. Manin [21] noticed the same pattern, working with
quanttun abelian varieties at roots of unity. B. Parshall and Jian Pan
Wang [23] made a vcry cornprchensive study of quantum groups and
hornogeneous spaces at roots of unity at the level of Hopf algebras and
their comodules. Anel finally, C. Dc Concini, V. G. Kac anel C. Procesi
[9] studied orbits of the coadjoint rcpresentation of quanttlll1 groups at
raots of unity anel carne across similar spaces.

For a quantum geometric object J'\q (a defonnation of a classical ob
ject), it would be intercsting to consider as a whole the hierarchy of
quanturl1 objccts X(. over roots E of unity of all possible orders. The
analogy with Diophantinc geOInetry beyond the Frobenius morphisrl1
(which in this work relates J'\( with J'Yd, that is, for instance, study
ing thc corresponding Galois groups and relating thern to Gal(Q/Q),
defining the coiresporiding' (-functions, et"c., seems tü" be very prornis
ing, both for noncorumutative georl1etry anel number theory.

Acknowledgrnent. \"·./e are grateful to rv1. Gerstenhaber, A. Givental,
V. Kac, Yu. I. Manin, M. Movshev, A. S. Schwarz, .1. Stasheff, and A.
Vaintrob for helpful suggestions and interesting discussions. Thc first
author thallks the Miller Institute for partial support, and the second
author thanks the Max Planck Institute for t\1athen1atics at Bonn for
hospitality eInring the summer of 1995, when large part of thc work
was done.

1. POISSON FIBRED ALGEBRAS

1.1. Here and below we assurl1e that all objects are defined over a
fielel K of characteristic zero.

As usual, by a Poisson algebra wc mean a conlIl1utative algebra with
a Lie algebra structure on it (givcn by a Poisson bracket), such that
the Poisson bracket acts on thc conuuutative algebra by derivations.
A Poisson manifold· is ·a srnooth ·rnanifold X with a Poisson algebra
structurc on the srTlooth fUllctions on X nnder pointwise multiplication.

Definition 1.1. A Pois8onfibred algebra is a tripIe (A, Z, {','}), where
A is an associativc algebra with a ullit 1, Z is its center, and {-, .} is a
bracket

Z x A -+ A,

(1, a) ~ {f, a}

which has the following properties.
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1. Its restrietion to Z x Z provides Z with thc structure of a Poisson
algebra.

2. lt gives an action by derivations of this Poisson algebra on the
whole algebra A, such that

{f,ab} = {j,a}b+a{f,b},

{jg,a} = f{g,a} + g{f,a},

for l,g E Z, a,b E A.

Notice that the last two equations imply

{I, I} = {I, a} = 0 for a11 1 E Z, a E A.

Definition 1.2. The obstruetion if.>(j, g) E Der(A) to A being a Lie
algebra module over Z

(1) CJ?(j,g)(a) = {{j, g}, a} - {f, {g, a}} + {g, {j, a}},

wher"e j, 9 E Z, a -E A; is ealled the curvature 01 the Poisson fibred
algebra.

It is obviollSly Z-linear in f, 9 and a and skew in fand g.

Notiee that any linear map 0 : A ---4- A detennines a new bracket

(2) {j,g}o = {f,g} + [O(j),g],

(4)

whieh also provides a structure of POiSSOIl fibred algebra on A.
VVe will call two Poisson fibred algebras equivalent if their braekets

are related by a transforrnation (2). The curvature CJ?(j, g)(J of the
Poisson fibred algebra with the bracket (2) is related to (1) as follows

(3) iJ!(j, g)o(a) = iP(f, g)(a)

+ [O({j,g}),a] - [{j,O(g)},a] + [{g,O(j)},a] - [[O(j),O(g)],a].

Thus, strictly speaking, by the curvature of aPoissoll fibred algebra
we should unclerstand the equivalence dass of <I> under thc transfonna
tions (3). In particular, one can say that a Poisson fibred algebra is
Hat if its eurvature can be rerIloved by a Ugauge" transfonnation (2).

1.2. The geometrie interpretation of Poisson fibred algebras.
Poisson fibred algebras arise frmn tbe following geometrie situation.

Recall that a Lie algebroid is a vector bundle Lover a SIllOOth rnan
ifolel ./\ together with the structure [,] of a Lie algebra on its srnooth
sections anel a vector-bundle rnorphism p : L ---4- T X (called the anchor
of thc Lie algcbroid) satisfying the following conditions:

[p(a), p(b)] = p([a, bD,
[a, fb] = f[a, b] + (p(a)f)b,
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where a anel bare seetions of L anel f is a function on X. For more
details about Lie algcbroids, see [18].

Suppose that we have a Poisson manifold ..-\. The Poisson structure
on )( defines thc structure of a Lie algebroiel on its cotangent bundle.
Thc anchor is defincel as contraction I, with the bivector ficld P E
r(X, A2TX) defining the Poisson structure:

p: T*X --+ TX,

p(w) = i(W)P = w(P).

The bracket on I-forn1s is clefinecl as the one extending thc bracket

[df, dg] = d{f, g}

by thc Leibniz rule (4). This yieIcls thc following fOflnula for arbitrary
I-forms:

'. [w, cp] = Lp(w)tp -:- Lp(tp)w +_di(~ 1\ cp)P,.. . .

Thinking of a Lic algebroid as a generalization of thc tangent bundle,
we would like to define tbc nation of a Lie algebroicl connection in a
vector bunclle V over ..Y. Consieler the Atiyah algebra A(V) of V, which
is the bundle of first-order differential operators on V with symbol
a = Idv 0~, where ~ is a vector field on X. There is a natural short
exact sequence

o--+ End(V) --+ A(V) ~ T X --+ 0

of vector bunclles. The Atiyah algebra is a Lie algebroid with respect
to thc comrnutator of differential operators anel the anchor 111ap a.

If L is a Lie algcbroid over ..-Y, an anchor preserving vector bundle
mapplng

(5) \7 : L --+ A(V)

will be callecl an L-connection on \I; we dcfine its curvature as the
seetion <I>v of the bundle A2L * ® A(V) by thc formula

<I>v(w 1\ ep) = \7[w, tp] - [\7w, \7cp].

An L-connection \7 is a morphism of Lie algebroids if allel only if its
curvature vanishes. In this case, the "flat conncction" \7 is also called
a representation 01 the Lie algebroid L in 1f . (\Nhen..-\ is a point, L is
just a Lie algebra, and this is the usual definition of a representation.)

Now assurne that V is a bundle of associative algebras over a Poisson
manifold X anel that \7 is a T* X -connection on V such that

(6)

for all I-farIns wand a, b E COO(X, V).
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Theorem 1.1. The bracket

{f, a} = \1dfa

5

where f is a /unciion on X and a is a section 0/ V J defines the structure
0/ a Poisson fibred algebra on sections 01 V. Conversely, let Z =
COO(X) be the algebra 01 s7Twoth ]unctions on a manilold ..-\. and A =
COO(X, V) the Z -rnodule 0] srnooth sections 01 a vector bundle V over
x. Then any Iocal structure 01 a Poisson fibred algebra on the pair
(A, Z) gives rise to a T* X -connection \1 on V satisfying (6). The
curvature 01 this Poisson fibred algebra is related to the curvature 01 \1
by the fonnula

if>(f, g) = if>'\7(df, dg).

Proof. The fact that a T* X -conIlcction satisfying (6) gives a Poisson
fibred algebra is a direct verification ofaxiolns. The converse statement
is 'proved by defining 'ä T* X -conncctiöh by "the fönriula' ~ .

\1wa(x) = {],a}(x),

where w is a I-fonn, a is a section of V anel f is a function on X,
such that d](x) = w(x) at a point x E X. The fact that for a fixcd
section a of V, the bracket {], a} is a first-order differential operator
on X ensurcs that {I, a}(x) depends only on the first jet of f at x E X,
whieh guarantees correctness of our definition of \1. D

1.3. Formal deformations. Poisson fibrecl algebras appeal' naturally
in thc context of fonnal defonnations.

Consider an associative algebra A with the center Z. Let A h be a
fonnal defoflllation of A such that Ah is a ~[[h]]-algebra isolnorphic
to A[[h]] as a module over ~[Ih]]. Choose such an isomorphism 1J :
A[[h]] ---7 Ah . Let </J(l) = 1. In thc scquel wc will iclentify A[[h]] with
A" via this isomorphisln.

After this iclentification thc multiplication in Ah , sometiInes callcd
*-multiplication, is given by a formal power series

(7) ] *9 = f 9 + It,B 1(f, g) + h2B2 (I, g) + ....
Here Bi(f, g) are A-valued bilinear fonns on A. The following proposi
tion follows fronl idcutities for COlnnlutators in the associativc algebra
Ah .

Proposition 1.2. 1. The bracket

(8) {a,b} = B1 {a,b) - B1(b,a)

deterrnines a Poisson fibred algebra strueture on (A, Z).
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2. The curvature 01 ihis Poisson fibred algebra is given by

if>(/, g)(a) = [a, Bz(!, g) - Bz(g, f)J.

If we compose the identification map <jJ : A{[h]] --+ Ah with any ~[[h]]

linear map 7/J : A [[h]] --+ A [[h]] und assluue that 7/J = Id +h7/J 1 + ... , the
bracket (8) will change to

{a,b}' = {a,b} + [Vh(a),b].

The curvature will change according to (3) with () = '1/;1.

2. SOME EXAMPLES

Example 2.1. Any Poisson algebra is a flat Poisson fibred algebra
with A = Z.

Example 2.2. Consider a two diInensional quantum torus. For auy
q E C, .the two.dimensional quantum torus is the.associative,algebra Aq

generated by two invertible elenlents 11, and v subject to the relations

(9) 'UV = qV1t

\;Yhen q = E, where Ei = 1, the elements u l and vi and their inverses
generate the center of the algebra Af:l and the algebra Af: becolnes a
Poisson fibred algebra.

Thc Poisson bracket between elements ul and Vi can be easily COIn
puted from (8). If we choose thc isoInorphislu between vector spaces
Af: and Aq identifying nlononüals uivj in both algebras, we obtain the
following brackets:

(10) {ul
, Vi} = lZu1vl

It is easy to check that in this case Bz(f, g) is central if 1 and gare
central. Therefore the Poisson fibred algebra At: has zero curvature.

Example 2.3 ([8]). Let K. = er: and q be a fonnal paraIneter. The
quantuln universal enveloping algebra of slz is the associative algebra
Uq (Sl2) over C with generators E, F,I( and K- 1 sllbject to the following
relations:

!(E](-l = q2 E,

I(F ](-1 = q-2F,

[E, F] = ]( - ](-1
q _ q-l

It has a Hopf algebra structure reflecting its group properties. Here
we will focus on its associative algebra properties when q is a root of
unity.
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It is ,,,eil known that the center of Uq (Sl2) for a gcneric q is generated
by the elelnent

Let l > 2 be an odd integer. Specify q = E, a priInitive [th root
of unity. According to Section 1.3, the algebra A = UE = UE (S[2)
is an exarnple of a Poisson fibred algebra. Here we will describe a
slight modifictaion (with Z being a certain central subalgebra of A, as
opposed to the whole center) of tbis algebra explicitly. Tbc case of an
cvcn root of 1 is technieally a little 1110re coruplicated, but absolutely
silnilar.

Thc' center of"U~'(Sl2)'is gellerated by~the'elemEüits -Ei ,"Fi ,1(l, 1(-1, c.
Consider the subalgebra eIE l , F l

, K l
, K- l

] C Uq• At q = E it degen
erates to a subalgebra Z, whieh lies in the center of A = UE , and UE

becornes a ffee Z-module of rank [3. Thc algebra Z has a canonical
Poisson bracket

ab - ba
{a,b}=lim ,

q-H. q - E

where a, b E Z and ä, b E Uq are liftings of these elClllcnts: a = (l

(lllOd q - E), b = b (mod q - E). It also acts by derivations on U(.:

- - --au-ua
{a, u} = lim ,

q~f. q - €

but the bracket {a, u} is defilled 11p to the addition of V'IL - 'llV for SOllle
v E U€, because of the arnbiguity of lifting of a mocIulo q - E.

The lnonomials piKj Ek, i, j, k E Z, i, k 2:: 0, fonn a basis of Uq , and
this choice of basis identifies U(. with a subspace of Uq , thereby defining
the liftings a, etc. This allows to compllte explicitly the Poisson struc
ture on X = (:2 x (; in coordinates x = Ei, Y = F l and z = J(l and
the action of Z on the vector bunelle V over X associated with thc free
Z-llloclule A in coordinates E, F alld K on A. Here we use explicit
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fonnulas frOln De Concini-Kac [8] for corDrnutators of elenlents in A.

{x, y} = de-I(z - Z-I),

{x, z} = -deixz,

{y, z} = ddyz,

{x, E} = 0,

{x, F} = (de'-2 Il)(K€ - 1<-1€-1 )EI-l,

{x, K} = -(dei Il):cK,

{z, E} = (deI I l) zE,

{z,1<} = 0,

etc., \vhere

. [l]!
..- . ,""' ~ d·=~lllD-- . ' ' -

q-H. q - €

q' _ q-i ql-l _ ql-l q _ q-l
[l]!=[l][l-l] ... [l]= -1 -1'" -1'

q-q q-q q-q
e = € _ €-1.

Thus the Poisson tensor on J\ is equal to

P = de- l (z - Z-I) ala:r 1\ Dlay
- deIxz DIDx 1\ DIDz + dc'yz 818y 1\ 81Bz.

The curvature is also computable:

l-1 cF 2j-2l

<I> (x, y) a = [a, L ([l _ ']!)2[ 'J! Fl-j rr [1<; r]El-j],
j=1 J J r=j-21+1

where q is specialized to € in [l - j]! and [j]! anel

!(Er - !{-lE-r
[I(;r} = -----

€ _ €-l

In particular, it is clear that the curvature is nonzero. However

<I>(x, z) = <I>(y, z) = O.

Example 2.4 (Quantuln tori anel abelian varieties, Manin [21]). A
quantum torus T(H, a) is a pair consisting of a free finitely gen
erated abelian group H anel a rnultiplicatively skew-sYlllrnetric
bilinear fornl a : H x H ---+ C·, i.e., a(x, 1]) = a(1], X)-I,
a(x + X',1]) = a(X,1]) . a(x',7/). The quantu77l lunction ring 01
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the torus is the vector space A(H, a) frecly generated over C by
symbols ex' X E H, with thc associative Inultiplicatioll law

whieh equips A(H, 0') with the strueture of an associative algebra.
\Vhen a :::;:; 1, wc get the eOlnmlltative Illultiplication law for functions

on the usual eOlllplex torus T(H, 1), i.e., HOIll(H, C'). Otherwise it is
defonned, with a heing therehy a quantization (multi)parameter.

Let us now introducc thc strueture of a Poisson fihred algebra on a
qualltlnll torus.

Supposc we caIne to thc rüot of unity ease by dcfonning paraIneters
of thc quantuol torus, that is, deforming thc fonn CY. along a tangent
veetor I to thc parameter space, at a point where a takes values in
roots of unity. The tangent space to thc parameter space at a ean

, .be 'identified"with' the~spacc'of'skew;:symmetric 'bilincar"forms '(in~ the'
usual additive sense) , on H: a tangent vector , represents the I-jet
a(l + t, + ... ) of a curve.

Theu we cau define a Poisson fibred algebra structure at a root of
lluity as folIows:

{ex,efJ}

= D-y[ex, efJJ""
= lim(a(x, 7])(1 + t,(X,77)) - a- 1(x,7])(1 + t,(X, 7]))-1)ex+t//t

t-JoO

= 2,(x,7])ex+t1 '

where X,7] E H, at least Olle of thelll being in H' = Ker 0', D"( is thc
c1irectional derivative, and [,]"" is the COllllllutator evalllateel at a point
a(l + t, + ... ). When X and 7] are in H', we get the strllctllre of a
Poisson algebra on A(H', 1), implying a Poisson structure on thc torus
T(H', 1), and when X E H' anel 7} E H, we get an action of A(H', 1) by
derivations on A(H, a), whieh dcfincs thc' structure of a Poisson fibrccl
algebra on (Z, A) = (A(H', 1), A(H, 0')), according to the generalitics
of Section 1.3. Thc eurvature of this Poisson fibrcel algebra vanishes,
bceause away froIn the root of unity point, thc pair (A(H', 1), A(H, a))
dcfonns as a pair, i.e., A(H', I) lifts to a subalgebra, A(H', alH') of
A(H, a) for gcneric a. This implies B2(!, g) E A(H', 1) and therefore
'P(j, g) = 0, see Seetion 1.3.

Remark 1. It would be intercsting to stucly the sinülar structure on a
quantum abelian variety, where there are not enough global funetions
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anel their replacelnent, the quanttlln theta functions elo not have a nat
ural associative algebra structure. To Blake the problCln more concretc,
we recall Manin's construction [21] of quantum abelian varieties.

The cOlnplex torus T(H, 1) acts on thc quantllln torus T(H, a). More
precisely, T(H,l) acts by ring homomorphisms of the functioll ring:
f* : A(H, 0:) --+ A(H, 0:), f E A(H, 1) = HOln(H, C*), by

(f*ex ) = f(x)e x'

If B c T(H, 1) is a subgroup (a period subgroup), then a quantized
theta function is a fornlal series B = Lx axex which is autoIllorphic
with respect to B with "linear" Inultiplicators Aex:

b*B = A1ßxbB,

Ab =I- 0. In the classical 0: 1 theory, when a type L of multiplicators is
fixed, theta functions are fonnal sections r(L) of the corresponding line

··bundle~L onthe abelian vadety T(H,. l)/B: ..When L·is ..a polarization,
i.e., a positive line bundle, the graded ring EBn>O r(Ln) is the ring of
hOlllogeneous functions on the abelian variety. Therefore, we cau thiuk
of the collection of quantulll theta functions as defining a quantum
abelian variety.

Now suppose the fonn 0: takes values at roots of unity. Then we get
a leuge central subalgebra Z = A(H', 1), where H' = Ker Cl: (the center
is A(Ker 0:2

)), of the algebra A(H, 0:). Thus, the latter fonns a bundle
V of IloncomBlutative algebras over the usual torus T(H', 1) = Spec Z.
Any type of llluitiplicators such that Xb E H' for bEB eletennines a line
bundle La on the abelian variety A = T(H', 1)/B. If in addition Lo is
a polarization and L an arbitrary type of quanttllll multiplicators, then
the quantum theta functions of the types L ® Lö, n 2:: 0, fonn a graded
lnodule over the homogeneous ring EBn>O r(A, Lö) anel therefore elefine
a coherent sheaf of quantunl theta functions on the classical abelian
varicty A.

It would be interesting to stuely related Poisson structllres on the
abelian variety A alld the sheaf of quantuln theta functions on it.

3. POISSON MODULES

The goal of this section is to introduce nations of modules over Pois
son algebras. The idea is to take the "infinitesimal part" of the corrc
sponeling notions for fonnal defonnations.

A Poisson fibred algebra with zero curvature carries thc important
algebraic structure of a Poisson lIlodule. While POiSSOIl fibred algebras
arise under deformation of an algebra A anel a central subalgebra Z of
it, Poisson modules show up by defonnation of a pair (A, Z), where Z
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is a conlmutative algebra aud A a module over it. Gcotnetrically, this
corresponds to the "semiclassicallimit" of a quantization of a manifold
along with a vector bund1e over it.

3.1. Left and right modules over formal deformations. Let Ah

bc a fonnal deformation of a Poisson algebra A. Vve assume that this
is a torsion free deforulation anel will idcntify Ah with A[[h]] as vector
spaces. Let A1h be a lllodule over Ah whieh is a fonnal elefonnation
of the module A1 over thc COllllllutative algebra A (AtJ = lvIh /hA1h ).

Again we assunle that Mh is isotnorphic to A1[[hJJ as a vcctor space anel
fix this isolnorphislll. Thcll tbc llluitiplicatioll in Ah anel the nl0dule
strllcture are given by fonnal power serics:

f *9 = fg + (1/2){j,g}h+ B(j,g)h2 + ... ,
j * 171 = 1m + (1/2){1, m}h + R(f, m)h2 + ...

Remark 2. In physical' applic'atioils,' \\~e .w'ould w'ork'o\~er ·e aüd 'let'h ..
be i times Planck's constant.

Assunle that the correspondence a : 11, r-+ -11, defines an anti-involu
tion

(11) a(f * g) = a(g) * a(f)

of the assoeiativc algebra A[[h]]. This Ineans in partielIlar that the
bracket {I, g} is skew and B(f, g) is sYlllInetric.

It is obvious that for j E A[[h]] anel m E AtJ[[h]] thc fonnula

(12) Tl~ *1 := a(a(j) * a(m))

defines on 1\1[[h]]] the structure of a right A[[h]]-module. For! E A
anel Tl~ E A1, we have

(13) m * j = jm - (1/2) {I, m}h + B(f, 7n)h2
- •..

This property of fonnal defonnatiolls generalizes the fact that any
left module over a comnlutative algebra is also a right module over
this algebra, and that any left Inoelulc ovcr Lie algebra carrics a right
Inodule structure as weIl.

If we follow thc "deformation philosophy", it is natural to ask the
question: which modules over a comIllutative algebra A can be de
fonned to 1110dules over fonnal deformations of A? This question sug
gcsts the following definition.

Definition 3.1. A vector space lvI is called a lelt Pois8on modu.le over
a Poisson algebra A if a scalar 1l1ultiplication fm and a bracket {I, m}
between auy elelnents f E A anel m E A1 are defined, such that
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1. the scalar Inultipication defines on Ai the structure of a module
over the commutative associa.tive algebra A;

2. {f, g}m = f {g, m} - {fg, 111 } + {f, gm};
3. there exists B E HOln(A ® Ai, Ai), such that

2{{f 1 g} ,1n} - {f, {g 1 1n} }+ {g, {f 1 m}}

= 4(18(9, 1n) - B(g, Im) + B(I, g1Fl,) - gB(I, m)).

Remark 3. If we regard Hom(lVI, M) naturally as a module over thc
associative algebra A and consider the corresponding Hochschilcl com
plex HOln(A0., Hom(A1, Ai)) with a differential d, then Property 2 of
the above definition is equivalent to saying that the two-cocycle {!, 9 }1n
is exact:

(14) {I, g}rn = (da)(j ® 9, m), with a(J, rn) = {I, m}.

_. Likewisc, ,Propcrty..3..is cquivalent. to ,the existencc of a one,..cocycle B,
such that
(15)
2{ {!, g}, m} - {!, {g,7n}} + {g, {f, m}} = 4(dB)(f 0 9 - 9 ® f, m).

Unfortunately, we do not have any good geometrie interpretation of
Properties 2 and 3 of left Poisson Inodules.

Fron1 the deformational point of view, left Poisson modules adlnit
first order defonnations extendable to thc sccond order as left associa
tive n10dules ovcr fonnal defonnations of A.

Sirnilarly right Poisson 7Twdules are those which adluit seeond order
defonnations as right 1110cl111es over associative formal defonllation of
A.

3.2. Poisson modules. A vector space A1h over C[[h]] is abimodule
over Ah if it has a structure of left and right 1l10dules over Ah and these
two actions C0I1l111ute.

Since any right Illodulc over a formal deformation Ah of a Poisson
algebra (proviclcd that A h has thc property (11)) is also a left IllOdulc,
the biIlloclule structure on A1h is equivalent to two comIlluting left
Illodule structurcs.

The special class of biInodules CInerges when we asslune that thc left
and right actions are equal Inodulo h:

f * m - 7n * f = h{!, m}' + 0 (h2
) .

Let (1/2){J, m} and (1/2){m, f} be thc first order terms of the left
and right actions respectively. Thcn

{J, m}' = (1/2)({J, m} - {m, f}) .
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The brackets {!, m}' satisfy the following identities:

13

(16)

{{f,g},m}' =

{f,ym}' =

{fg,m}' =

{f, {g, m}'}' - {g, {f, m}'}',

g{f, m}' + {f, 9}m,

f{g,m}' + g{f,m}'.

This is why the following definition seems natural.

Definition 3.2. A vector space /vI is called a Poisson rnodule over
Poisson algebra A if NI is a llloclule over a COffilllutative algebra A anel
if a bilinear bracket {, }' : A ® /vI -t ft.;f which satisfies (16) is given.

Proposition 3.1. Any formal de/onnation 0/ a pair (A, AI) to a left
A[[h]]-rnodule i\1[[h]] with a : h ~ -h defining an anti-involution on
A[[h]] and such that the nght A[[h]]-module structure on Afl[h]] defined
by (12) makes it abimodule defines tlte structure 0/ a Poisson algebra
on A and a Poisson rnodule on AI over A with respect to the bracket
{, } oI (13).

Under the assumptions of this proposition, { , } = {, }', anel there
fore, it follows from the properties of { , }'.

Here is Olle more argument why this definition is "natural". Poisson
llloelules dcscribc Poisson extensions of Poisson algebras (as bimoclules
over associative algebras ean be used to construct associative exten
sions). Thc proof of the next proposition is left to thc reader.

Proposition 3.2. Given (J, Poi8,'jon algebra A and a vectoT' space M,
the structure 0/ a Poisson rnodule on ft.i is equivalent to the structure
of a Poisson algebra on A EB lVI extending that on A and .,uch that
Al . A1 = {A1, Ai} = O.

Poisson lllodules also have a nice operadie rneaning, cf. [13, 17J. Con
sider the Poisson operad, that is the aperad whose nth component P(n)
is the veetar space generateel by elernents of degree one in each vari
able ..t\l,' .. l X n of the free Poisson algebra generated by ..t\ll ... , X n .

{P(n) !n 2: I} is a quaelratie operad with two generators ..t\l . Xz anel
{Xl, ..t\z} , sueh.that ..t\I . X z = X z · Xl anel {Xl, X 2 } = -{Xz, Xl} anel
relations

Xl (./\zX3) = (X l X Z)X3,

(Xl X 3 )..t\Z = ./\1 (..t\3..t\Z)'

{{X1l ./\2}' X 3} + {{){Z, X 3}, Xl} + {{X3 , Xl}' X z} = 0,

{X l ,X2X 3} = {X l ,X2 }X3+X2{X I ,X3},

{..t\2' X 1X 3} = {XZ1 X I }..t\3 + Xl {Xz, X 3},

{X3,Xt..t\2} = {X3,Xl }..t\2 + ..t\l {X3, X2}.
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APoisSOll algebra is Ilothillg but an algebra over the operad P(n) and
a Poisson module over aPoissoll algebra is exactly a lllodule over an
algebra over the Poisson operad.

4. NONCOMMUTATIVE SPACES OF FINITE TYPE

Considerations of Section 1 arise when a usual quantum space, e.g.,
a quantum group Uq(g), gets a large center at a certain value of the
parameter q. This is how the Poisson structures enter the picture. On
the other hand, even the undefonned part of that picture, an associa
tive algebra of finite type over a central subalgebra, is interesting. By
analogy with supernlanifolds, we would like to consider a more general
noncommutative space 01 finite type, which is either a sInooth Inanifold
with a finite rank bundle of associative algebras or a pair (....\~, Qx),
where X is a scheme with a structure sheaf Ox and Qx is a sheaf of
Ox-algebras coherent as a sheaf of Ox-Illodules. Depending on the
cOlltext (smooth or aigcbraic), \ve will use either kind" of noncolllmu~

tative spaces. From this scction on, we will leave the "semiclassical"
Poisson world for thc "semiquantum" world of noncomlnutative spaces
of finite type.

In the algebraic context, every algebra which is finite-dinlcnsional
over a contral subalgebra is an example:

Lemma 4.1. Let A be an algebra, Z a subalgebra 01 its center and
A be finitely generated as a Z -module. Then there exists a coherent
sheaf 01 noncommutative algebras over Spec Z, such that the stalk 01
the sheal over a point P E Spec Z is exactly the localization Ap at the
corresponding prime ideal p 01 z.
Proof. The proof just repeats the cOInmutative construction of the
structure sheaf on Spec Z. For every element I in the center Z, take
the localization A[f-l] of the algebra A and glue theIn together over
the principal open subsets D(f) = Spec Z[/- 1] C Spec Z. 0

Example 4.1 (The quantllln space ~I at a root € of unity). Consiel
er thc associative algebra A = C(Xl" .. ,xn ) /(XiXj - €XjXi) I i < j),
where t E <C, t

i = 1. The center of A is the subalgebra Z generated by
xL ... ,x~, anel the whole algebra A is a free Z-module of rank Ln.

Example 4.2 (The quantlull group SL((n) at a root of unity). This
is a group of linear transfonnations of ~, see Manin [20] or Faddeev
Reshetikhin-Takhtajan [11]. To avoid cumbersome notation, consider
the case n = 2. The quantuIll group SLq (2) is thc associativc algebra
A = C[q, q-l ](a, b, c, d) /(ab = q-1ba, ac = q-1ea, cd = q-1de, bd =
q-1db, be = eb, ad - q-tbe = da - 'lcb = 1). Of course, it has a
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quanttUll group, i.e., a Hopf algebra structure cOIlling froIll thc matrix

multiplication of the variables arranged in a matrix M = (~ ~),
which is of no interest so far, as lang as we are conccrned only with
the noncoInmutative space properties of 8Lq (2). When q = € is an lth
root of 1, the subalgebra generated by the entries of MI is central anel
thc whole algebra is finite-dimensional over it. The noncollullutative
space is thcn thc shcaf corrcsponding to the algebra A ovcr thc usual
algcbraic group 8L(2). This exaIuple is in a certain sense dual to thc
quantuIll algebra Uf (sl2) of ExaIllple 2.3.

5. QUANTUM PROJECTIVE SPACES

Let S = EBn>O Sn be a Z-gradecl associative algebra, Z a graded
central subalgebra of it, such that S is finitely generated as a Z
module. Then one can construct thc noncornmutative projeetive spec
trum' Projz S as "the ringed 'space (X, Q), 'where'X = Proj' Z anel" thc
shcaf Q is constructed as in Lcrnma 4.1: for evcry homogencous ele
ment fEZ, consicler the localization S(/) = S[f-l]o and glue them
over open subsets D((f)) = Spec Z[j-l ]0. For a finite-type graded
module A1 OV8r 5, we cau siInilarly construct a "coherent" sheaf M of
Q-lllodules over X and definc thc functoT of global sections

rC,\,M) = H°(.X,M) = HonlQ(Q,M) = HOIl1o(O,M)

just as usual anel the cohomologyas its derived functol's 01' as

Hq(X,M) = Extb(Q,M) = Exth(tJ,M),

where tJ is the structure sheaf of ./\ = Proj Z. \Ve cau define an
invertible sILeaf Q(n), n E Z, as the sheaf of Q-modules associated witb
the graded free S-module 5(n) of rank one defined by S(n)m = Sm+n.

5.1. The quantum projective space IP:l. Consider the graded alge
bra

(17) S = Cq (Xo, ... l ./\n) /(Xi./\j = qXjXi for i < j),

aver Cq = C[q, q-l]. We can think of it as the hOInogeIlCous ring of a
quantuIn projective space JP1~' \Vhen q is specified to a root f of unity,

S gets a huge center, the subalgebra Z gcnerated by Xö, ... ,X~' This
subalgebra lifts to a subspace closed under the dcformcd multiplication
at an arbitrary value q. It is still the subalgebra gcnerated by the l-tb
powers of the generators, with the sarne kind of multiplication law as
for the original projcctivc space, but with q replaced by (/2 l which is
not 1 when q is not equal to an l2'th root of unity. Thus, we are in
thc situation of a Poisson fibred algebra with zero curvature, which we
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studied before. Vve will save stuclying those structures for a future work;
for llOW, we would likc to focus on the scalar 1l1ultiplication structure,
which is already very rich.

The quantum projeetive space .)( = ~l is the pair (..-\, Qx ), where
X = pTL and tbc sbeaf Qx of noncommutative algebras obtained from
the noncomlnutative gradcd C[J\6, ... X~]-algebra (17). The sheaf Qx
can be described as follows. Consider the degree ln ranüfied covering

7f : pn -t pn,

(Xo : ... : X n ) H (X6 : ... : X~).

The sheaf Qx = 7r.LJ on wm is

(18) Qx = C) ffi rnl CJ( -1) ffi rn2CJ(-2) ffi ... ffi rnnC) (-n),

where m1• . F(l, r: + 1; I).= (n: I) -:- Tl :-.1 isthe _m:~l?~: c:f ?~rt~tio~s
of l into n + 1 nonnegative parts, each strictly smaller tban l, m2 =
p(21, n+ 1; I) = (n ;1 21)- (n+ l)ml - (n; 2)' 7713 = p(31, n+ 1; I) =

(n ~/l) -(n+1)m2- (n; 2) ml- (n ~ 3), ... ,mn = p(nl, n+1; I).

Qx is a sheaf of algebras with the prodllct coming from that on CJ
upstairs. It can be described in tenns of the dccOInposition (18). For
instance, when ,n = 1, we obtain Qx = C) EB (l - l)O( -1), the l - 1
C0111pOnents CJ(-1) being generated by XOX~-l, X~X~-2, ... 1 X6- 1Xl
in degree 1, with the following 111ultiplication tablc on the generators

"FPXI-p. )[qX l - q
..(\.0 1 ...t 0 I

{

Xf (Xö+q
x~-p-q)

- vp+q v 21 -p-q - X,..t vI 1
- J\. 0 ...t\. 1 - o...t\. 1 .

XÖ(XC+q- l X ;l-p-q)

which induccs. thc following mappings of shcaves:

Xl.
0(-1),-----2......t

0(-1)®0(-1) XIX I .
~ 0,

;'\/

~ 0(-1),

respectively.
Thus when 11 = 1, we get

X"'PX,..l-l' . xrqXTl-q - (p-l)qXP+qX2l-p-q
o 1 0 1 -t 0 1 .
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Note that this rnultiplication law is still cornmutativc - what else can
we expect fronl a one-dirnensional space? The sheaves Qx of quantuill
functions on Ir7 will be, of course, noncomnltItative, starting from n =
2.

Remark 4. One can think of the Inorphism of ringed spaces

F :~ = (X, Q) -+ Im = (X, 0)

defined by the natural einbedding

C[Zo, ... , Zn] -+ 8,

Zi f-t xI,
as a quantum Frobenius rnorphism.

5.2. Cohomology of invertible sheaves on lP~. The quanturn pro-
-jective spaces Pi are the sirnplest- examples·ofcompact quantuIll hOI110
geneous spaces G/ P at roots of unity. Contrary to the case of generic
q, where such spaces were studied at the level of their noncomI11utative
algebras of functions, see Lakshmibai-Reshetikhin [15], Soibelnlan [24]
and Chari-Pressley [7], our root-of-unity spaces are honest topological
spaces, ringed with rather small sheaves of noncommutative algebras.
This has the advantage that one can use thc usual cohomology theory
of sheaves of abelian groups Oll theIn.

As usual, the COhOIll0logy of invertible sheaves an ~ COlllprise a dass
of highest-weight representations of the quantum group SLc(n). In case
of SLE(2), when lP~ is nathing hut the complete flag space G/ B, we
will obtain the Borcl-Weil-Bott thcorerll, which realizes all irreducible
representations in the cohomology.

First, we should describe the "Picard group", which is here nothing
nlore than a pointed set apriori, of IP:l.
Proposition 5.1. The Pieard set Pic~ 01 isornorphism classes 01 in
vertible left Q-modules on ~ is isomorphie to Z, the sheaves Q(j),
j E 'Z, corresponding to the 'graded S:.moduleB S(j) = EBm>-j S(j)m =
EBm~-j Sj+m rnaking up a cornplete list 01 representatives.-

Proof. As usual, the Picard set can be cornputed as the nonabelian
caholllology H 1(IF, Q*), which we will compute here far the standard
covering of pn with open sets Ui = {XI =1= O}, i = 0,1, ... ,n, in terms
of hOlIlogeneous coordinates Xi on ~. A cocyde defining a dass in
H 1(pn, Q*) can be represented by functions !ij E r(Uij , Q*) 10:::; i,) ::;
n. Each function !ij is an invcrtiblc degree 0 elerllent of C[Xo, ... , "-\n;
X i-

I
J .Xj-

I
]. Thercforc, !ij = cijXlX j-

d
. Note that d is independent of
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the choke of a pair iJ·. This dcfines a natural degree mapping

(19) Pie~ ~ Z,

which assigns the degrec d in Xi of thc function fij = Cij.)(fX j-
d repre

senting a cocycle in Hl(IP"\ Q*).
\iVc claim that (19) is an isomorphism of pointed sets. Indeed, the

invcrse of (19) is givcn by assigning the dass of the dass of Q(d) to each
dEZ. It is a true inverse, bccause any dass {fij} E H 1(X, Q*) is of
the fonn CijXt':\j~d, with Cij fonning a 1-cocyclc with eoefficients in thc
eonstant sheaf C*. Sinee thc COhOIllOlogy of a noetherian topological
spaee with eonstant coefficients is always zero in all clegrecs higher than
zero, the 1-cocycle {Cij} is a coboundary and thus, {fij} is equivalent
to thc dass of {Xi

dX j-
d
}, which is thc dass of Q(d) in Pie ~. 0

The quantuln group SLt:(n + 1) acts naturally on ~ and the sheaves
.Q(j). This, means the .sheaf Q of functions and thc sheavcs. of sections
of Q(j) have a (right) SL((n+ l)-eoIllodule structurc, conüng from the
natural cOlllodule structure on the graded algebra Sand grading shifts
of it.

Theorem 5.2. The cohornology groups Hi( ....y, Q(j)) of the invertible
sheaves on the quantum ]JTojective space X = ~ as repTcsentations of
SLE(n + 1) are given by the following f017nula:

{

Sj(V*)1 for j 2: 0, i = 0,

Hi(X, Q(j)) = s-n-l-j(V) fOT j ~ -n - 1, i = n,

o otherwise,

where V* is the standard n + I-dimensional representation 0/ SLc(n +
1) in the space V = SI, a graded cornponent of the algebra S =

C(Xo, ... , ....Yn)/(Xi ....Yj = f..Xj ....yi for i < j). The jth syrnmetric power
is unrlerstood as the representation of SLc(n + 1) in Sj.

Proof. Thc spaee HO(X, Q(j)) can be naturally ielentified with the
spaee of globally defined quantllIll rational functions of Xi of elegree j.
These are just quantllIll polynoIlliaIs in Xi of degrec j, that is the space
Sj. The cOIllputation of Hn is givcn by thc natural SLcequivariant
pairing Q(j) 0 Q(-n - 1 - j) ~ Q(-n - 1) and the traee mapping
Hn(x, Q(-n - 1)) ~ C, which follows froIn thc decoInposition

Q(j) = EB p(kl + j, n + 1; l)O( -k)
kEZ

(only a finite nllInber of tenns elo not vanish) I generalizing (18). The
sanle elecoInposition anel the cOillputation of cohomology of O(j) iIn
plies vanishing of thc othcr cohomology groups. 0
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6. THE BOREL-WEIL-BoTT THEOREM

Here we are going to apply Theorem 5.2 to deduce Corollary 6.1,
the quanturn version of the Borel-Vveil-Bott (BVvB) theorem in the
siIllplest case of the quantum group 8L((2) when ( is an lth root of
unity for l odd. Thus, it will cOlllplete thc program inclicated in Nlanin
[20] anel started in Parshall-Vvang (23], Anelcrsen [1Lanel Lakshmibai
Reshetikhin [15] entirely in tenns of the functor of induction fronl the
quantuln Borel subgroup, without any use of the geometry of homogc
neous spaces.

\"'.Te nceel to recall some basic facts of representation theory of G =
8L((2), see [23]. There is a natural sequence of quantlull group elnbeel
dings, i.e., surjective inverse Illorphisms of Hopf algebras,

Tc Be C,

wh~re T is the. qu.a~tl~m, subgroup of .d.iagqnal .ql,~tr~ce~, .'yhic.4 is,just
the usual torus C· , and B is the subgroup of upper triangular matrices.
Given a character ,\ E Z of T, we can extcnd it trivially to a character
of B anel thcn fonn an induced reprcsentation ind~ A, a highcst weight
Illodule. It is not equal to zero if and only if A 2:: 0. If A < l, it is
irreducible. Another 1 purely root-of-unity construction of irreducibles
starts frolll an irreelucible module L(A), A 2:: 0, of the ordinary group
8L(2) anel pulls it back to a representation of 8L((2) via the quantum
Frobenius rnorphism

F : 8L((2) -+ 8L(2)

sending thc standard generators A, B, C, D of the algebra of regular
fUIlCtioIlS on 8L(2) to al, bl , d, dl in the Hopf algebra 8LE (2), respec
tively. Thc pullback F* L(A) is an irreducible representation L(lA) of
G = 8L((2), sitting inside ind~ LA. Finally, the complete list of irre
ducibles is given by tensor products

L(AO + lAd = L(AO) (2) F* L(Ad c ind~(Ao + lAd,

for 0 :::; AO < l, 0:::; Al'
In view of these facts, our cOlnputation of cohomology in Theorem 5.2

yields the following result.

ij A ~ 0 und i = 0,

i/ A :::; - 2 and i = 1J

otherwise.

Corollary 6.1 (Quantulll B\NB Theorern for G = 8LE (2)).
representation 0/ G = 8LE(2),

{
ind~ A

Hi(X, Q(,x» = ~ld~(-2 - ,x)

1. As a
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2. Any i7,educible representation 0 f G is

L(A) = HO(X, Q(A))

L(lA) = HO(X, O(A))

for 0 ::; A < l)

for 0 ::; A

or the image L(AO + lAl) of the natural product

H°(.~Y, Q(AO)) 0 H°(./\, CJ(Ad) ---t HO(X, Q(AO + lAd)

coming from Q(AO) ® CJ('>q) ---t Q(Ao + lAd·
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